DELIVERING GLOBAL DAIRY EXPERTISE
TotalDairy Seminar Overview
Dates: 19th-20th June 2019
Venue: Crowne Plaza Hotel, Stratford-upon-Avon
Background:
TotalDairy Seminar (previously the Large Herds Conference) is the leading technical dairy
conference in Europe.
2019 will be the 14th year of running.
It is organised by Evidence Group in conjunction with Warwick Bastard (Model Nutrition),
who founded the conference along with Richard Vecqueray in 2005.
The conference attracts over 400 delegates – an even mix of progressive dairy producers,
veterinary surgeons, consultants and other dairy industry professionals. Delegates attend
from around the world, making the event a key networking opportunity.
TotalDairy Ethos:
“Delivering Global Dairy Expertise”
We aim to bring the leading experts in all areas of dairy herd management from around
the world to deliver the latest research and ideas relating to the dairy industry.
We are renowned for the quality of speaker programme on offer, with speakers in the
main sessions chosen by the organising panel and with no commercial bias.
Format:
TotalDairy seminar is a 2 days conference. Lectures take place in the main seminar room
with a minimum of 3 additional parallel break-out sessions taking place at any one time.
Delegates book their place in the breakout sessions prior to the conference, as places in
these is limited (max 100).
The exhibition area is the focus for networking during the event, with refreshments
served in this area during the coffee breaks and lunches. Sponsors for the event have
an exhibition stand in this area (area and size of stand dependent upon the level of
sponsorship).
The conference dinner takes place on the first night (Wednesday) in the conference hotel.
TotalDairy Seminar 2019
Our theme for 2019 is “2020 Dairying: Challenges and Opportunities”. As we move
towards the next decade there are significant challenges for the dairy industry. These
range from labour shortages and environmental challenges to the issue of public
perception of the dairy industry – we aim to highlight some of these issues and discuss
potential solutions. The next decade will also bring new advances in our understanding of
the dairy cow; we aim to present some of the most recent research in a range of rapidly
developing fields such as the rumen and mammary microbiomes.
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